STANDARD-DD damper DRIVES, L.L.C.

PROCESS INSTRUMENTATION START-UP AND COMMISSIONING SERVICES
STANDARD-DD offers full engineering support and design assistance for all of our products. Our
service is available to the customers initial phase and continues through production, installation
and ongoing technical support. Our experienced staff can assist your company project and system
needs.
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STANDARD-DD’s first goal is listening to and understanding the customers needs and offering
solutions to their applications.
STANDARD-DD will comply with our customers specifications for any brand of valve, pneumatic or
electric actuators and control accessories.
Whatever the time, location or complexity of a project, STANDARD-DD has the field service know
how and equipment to do the job safely, effectively and on schedule.
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4. STANDARD-DD service personnel work quickly and efficiently, minimizing d
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We service many industries, such as Electric Power Utilities, Oil & Gas Refineries,
Chemical/Petrochemical, Steel, Aluminum and other metals, Pulp & Paper Mills,
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solenoid valves, limit switches, lock-up valves, speed control valves, air fail-safe reservoirs,
manual gear override, lock-up valves to hold actuator in last position on loss of control signal
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